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MSSM

In the MSSM the coupling to down-type quarks and fermions is enhanced by 

With increasing                         dominates over  

Also   dominates over   in the               loop
Affects the            distribution

arXiv:hep-ph/0604156

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0604156
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Reweighting by Higgs

Produce t+b interference term using POWHEG MSSM NLO at given 
reference point in        and

Avoids large cancellations in the interference term

Validate that the dependence of the interference term
on            is small

Yukawa Coupling Coefficient
Function of tanβ

Function of m
AInterference Term

Presentation by Yuta Takahashi

https://indico.cern.ch/event/397513/session/19/contribution/15/attachments/797140/1092633/yuta_20150626_MCvalidation_.pdf
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Changes with respect to last time

Found a bug in the used POWHEG configuration files used for the SM 
samples

The Higgs-mass parameter was not substituted correctly for each mass-point

After discussion with Emanuele and Stefan
For the interference term switch from evaluating in the MSSM to evaluating in 
the 2HDM model (samples and coupling coefficients)
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Reweighting by Higgs

Produce t+b interference term using POWHEG 2HDM NLO at given 
reference point in        and

Yukawa Coupling Coefficient Function of tanβ

Function of m
A

Interference Term
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Checking the effect on the interference 

Evaluated using MSSM samples
and coupling coefficients

Evaluated using 2HDM samples
and coupling coefficients

Known inconsistency: we don't
evaluate using the 2HDM crosssection

(currently still MSSM crosssection)

Both plots include the mass-parameter fix for the SM samples
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Going back to the basis

In high/low tanB  we are dominated by b/top-quark contributions

Test this by looking at the shapes for both terms
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Open points/Wishlist

Which crosssection should we use for the 2HDM term?

Does the assumption and corresponding agreement we see on slide 7 make 
sense?
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